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Wheelchair accessibility on 
Yange Kep Bidi 
                  Yange Kep Bidi 
 
  Alternate Wheelchair  
  accessible route 
 
  Sealed sector on  
  western path. 
 
  Crushed Limestone 
 
  Steep Section 
  

Section 1 - LAKE CLAREMONT 

 

Lake Claremont is a wonderful sector abounding in 

plant life with a strong presence of varied birdlife. 

To reach the pathway, walk around the building to 

the north and follow the linking sealed pathway. 

The section around Lake Claremont excluded is 

due to the western side pathways being           

constructed from crushed limestone.  They are 

reasonably level, wide enough for access and fairly 

even.  A short sector of sand pathway on the north 

western sector can easily be avoided by following 

the sealed almost parallel pathway shown as green 

dots. 

 

An enlarged diagram shows the access route around the 

clubhouse in order to re-join with the Yange Kep Bidi 



Section 2  MOUNT CLAREMONT OVAL 

A pretty sector of bushland. The path to the west is fairly steep for the sector highlighted in yellow however has no 

steps and is sealed.  The alternate route follows the perimeter of the sports ground re-joining the Yange Kep at    

Montgomery  Avenue, or alternately Montgomery Road can be followed from the intersection of Alfred Road. 

 



Section 3 -  HBF STADIUM 
Continue straight along the pathway to avoid this short unsealed grass segment. Follow the sealed road to re-join the Yange Kep Bidi 

near the entrance to Challenge Stadium. 



Section 4 -  PERRY LAKES 

To avoid the grassed unsealed section between Underwood Avenue and the continuation of the Yange Kep within Perry Lakes reserve, 

link up can be undertaken by following the sealed pathway to the east, re-joining at the Turtle frog interpretive sign. 



Section 5-  BOLD PARK AQUATIC CENTRE 

Crossing Bold Park Drive to the west will take you up a sealed but fairly steep and slightly uneven surface to access the newly             

re-modelled Bold Park Aquatic Centre.  This short stretch is well rewarded with a wonderful sector of bushland followed by a coffee 

shop and swimming pool.  The alternate route to be followed for the Yange Kep Bidi continues north up bold Park Drive to re-connect 

and continue east at The Boulevard. 



Section 6-  HERDSMAN LAKE WEST 

After crossing Pearson Street, the Yange Kep Bidi enters the fabulous Herdsman Lake sector of the trail hugging the southern banks.  

This sector’s pathway varies between sealed surface and crushed limestone which is fairly even with no steep segments. Lakeside Road 

along the shore is quiet, however does not have a dedicated pathway.  Pearson Street has paved area for the length of this sector.  

Once re-connecting the Yange Kep at Herdsman Lake Wildlife sector, enjoy the boardwalk which has no steps and is suspended above 

the water to the east of the centre. 



Section 7 - HERDSMAN LAKE EAST 

To exit from Herdsman Lake pathway and continue with the Yange Kep Bidi, follow the bitumen driveway turning south along       

Herdsman Parade near Jukes Way, re-joining the trail towards Lake Monger. 



Section 8 - LAKE MONGER 

To enter the Lake Monger sector of the Yange Kep Bidi avoiding the unsealed grass portion, continue east along Dodd Street to the 

parking area.  The trail can be joined near the end point and back tracked west.  


